Mass spectrum and decay of mesons are examined under the a,ssumption that the meson structure is described by configuration of the ground state baryon pair apd that of two mesons of the pseudo scalar and/or vector' type. The mass spectrum is explained if the dominant configuration is of the IMa.e)"-'IBa'Y)IB,l) type, not of the IB'Y.e)IBa'Y) type nor the twomeson configuration. On the other hand the two-meson configuration is important in decay processes and satisfactorily reproduces experiment. It is discussed that these two configurations enable us to define inside mesons a quasi-particle with the same fractional quantum numbers (charge and hypercharge) as the quark. § 1. Introduction In the present paper, the cluster structure of mesons is discussed. Similarly to the cluster model of baryons in I, the meson structure is assumed to be a mixture of several configurations. A sub-hadronic triplet entity specified as carrier of unitary spin and spin is prerequisite to the cluster model of mesons, which we refer to as sakaton Sa (a = 1, 2, 3) .**) Inside mesons, creation, annihilation and rearrangement of sakatons are expected to take place constantly. It would be natural that the sakatons form clusters under the influ~nce of superstrong forces between them. In this way mesons are assumed to be a manysakaton system with cluster structure and have the following configurations:
In the present paper, the cluster structure of mesons is discussed. Similarly to the cluster model of baryons in I, the meson structure is assumed to be a mixture of several configurations. A sub-hadronic triplet entity specified as carrier of unitary spin and spin is prerequisite to the cluster model of mesons, which we refer to as sakaton Sa (a = 1, 2, 3) .**) Inside mesons, creation, annihilation and rearrangement of sakatons are expected to take place constantly. It would be natural that the sakatons form clusters under the influ~nce of superstrong forces between them. In this way mesons are assumed to be a manysakaton system with cluster structure and have the following configurations: 'an singlet state and the 1= Y = 0 member of the octet with the same quantum numbers take place and these two multiplets happen to form a no net multiplet. They showed that the mass spectrum of the mesons seems to have a simple structure. By assuming that the mesons are composed directly of one member of the quark or triplet urbaryon and one member of the anti-quark or anti-urbaryon, Iizuka et al. further inquired into the decay mechanism of mesons 5 ) and gave the . interpretation of the phenomenological decay interaction in the language of the quark or urbaryon. The decay interaction was first proposed by Okub0
)
and found to be in excellent agreement with experiment.
The present cluster model of -mesons might be regarded as an attempt to interpret the results by Iizuka et al. and Sinanoglu from a different side, that is, in the language of hadrons, not of ,the quark or urbaryon. We give here an example indicating that such an interpretation is reasonable.
The spin orbit coupling splitting observed in the L = 1 meson mass spectrum is of about 100 MeV, which is nothing but the order of, magnitude we usually encounter in hadron interactions such as nuclear forces. If the mesons have an appreciable configuration of C b (1) I baryon) I antibaryon) in (1), the spin orbit sp~itting is consistent with the nuclear spin orbit force with respect to both its sign and the order of magnitude. 8 ) The 'importance of the baryon-antibaryon structure of mesons was discussed by Sakata under the name of the "molecular" model of mesons 9 ) and . also by T aketani. 10 ) Thus one of the aims of the cluster model would be to draw a distinction between such properties of hadrons as are wholly determined by the internal hadron structurE( (and by hadron interactions) and those which should be directly explained from its internal constitution at the sakaton stage. It will be discussed that once the scheme of meson multiplet is given, which will be justified only at the sakaton stage of matter, the meson mass spectrum ( § 3) and decay ratio ( § 4) may be qualitatively explained if mesons are dominated by the cluster configurations of the JP = 1/2+ baryon pair IE (8, 1/2+) IE (8, 1/2-) ~nd of two mesons IM(8, 0-) IM(8, 0-), IM(8, 0-) IM(9, 1-) and IM(9, 1-) IM(9, 1-).
In § 2, the cluster structure of mesons will be discussed and group theoretical consideration to construct the cluster configurations will be made. In § 5, some remarks will be given. Our results give the possibility that the ground state octet baryon could be "elementary" and playa role similar to the proton, neutron and A particle in the' original Sakata model,*) since dynamical properties of the other hadrons may be in general explained if these are composed from the octet baryons. On the other hand, kinematical properties of the cluster configurations which are employed in the present attempt make it possible to define a quasiparticle inherent in the many-sakaton system with the cluster structure. The quasi-particle has the same fractional charge and h'ypercharge as the quark.**) § 2. Cluster structure of mesons
In this section, we discuss the cluster configuration of mesons. First we assume dominance of two-cluster configurations for mesons (hadrons). Even if a meson (hadron) consists of more than two clusters at some time, reclustering' of the sakatons immediately takes place and ,reduces the number of the clusters to two, the minimum number for the cluster model itself to make sense. This assumption is not indispensable for any cluster-like model and was not &tated exp~icitly in 1. Now we assume it not only for simplicity. It seems that strong decays of hadrons are usually two-body decays or take place through repetition of two-body decays. From the point of view described in § 1, such features should be incorporated into the cluster model. Furthermore the above assumption is clos~ly related to the basic assumption of the one-boson (hadron) exchange modeP2) that strong reactions, in whIch complex rearrangement of sakatons . is to take place, are successfully described by exchange of one hadron, the minimum number for strong reactions to occur.***)
At the present stage each probability amplitude C in (1) is to be determined by phenomenological comparison with experiment. It is' expected that the probability amplitude obtained in this way may serve as a key stone leading to the ~akaton-stage structure of matter in the spirit of the correspondence principle.
It' would be natural, however, to guess in the first trial that the frequently realized clusters have relatively small values of the sum of rest mass of the constituent clusters and small internal angular momentum. Thus to the clusters of ' dominant configurations for mesons we assign only the ground or first excited state meson and the similar baryon.
First, let us consider the baryon pair ,CB-B) configuration. Among the kinematically possible meson multiplets of the octet baryon pair configuration IB (8, l/2+) > IB (8, 1/2-», the singlet and octet multiplets should be realized.
That is, among the multiplets on, the right-hand side of
{1}, {8} 1 and' {8} 2 or their linear combination are to be chosen. If the mixing between {1} and {8} is complete, these two multiplets form the nonet. Rejec-, tion of the other representations will be justified only from the structure in view of the sakaton stag~. These rejected multiplets are not obtained by the 8U (3) symmetric interactions from the lowest configuration C(O) Iss).
There are two independent configurations that construct a meson M a f3 from an octet baryon B~f3 (8) and an octet anti-baryon B a f3 (8) . One is as follows: The singlet meson is given by
where C s is the normalization constant.
The following important baryon pair configurations, may be related to the JP = 3/2+ decuplet baryon B (10, 3/2+), namely IB (8) IB (10) , IB (10) IB (8) >
and IB (10) IE (10) .
, In such B-B configurations the spin J and the parity P of the composed meson, the charge conjugation parity C (for the Y =13 = 0 members) and ,the G parity G (for the Y = 0 members) are given respectively by (6) where L, 8 and I are the internal orbital angular momentum, total spin and isospin of the B-B system respectively. The construction of meson in the two-meson (M-M) configuration is made in a manner similar to the B-B configuration except for the consideration of the charge conjugation. We only give here the expression of the nonet scheme IM(9) =Cm(l) 1M' (9) 1M" (9) :
where C, C' and C" denote the charge conjugation parity of the corresponding . See reference 14).
P(O-
1=1, (8) with C=C' ·C" or 80= 1.
As stated before, we adopt the pseudoscalar and the vector mesons for the cluster to build mesons. The quantum numbers of the composed mesons are given by J=L+S,
where L, Sand 1 are the internal orbital angular momentum, total spin and isospin of the M-M system respectively. In Table I , we summarize the internal quantum numbers of the configurations. It would be natural to assume that among the configurations shown there those having the smallest value of the internal orbital angular momentum L and the smallest sum value of the constituent rest mass are dominant in the cluster model. (These configurations are underlined in Table 1 .) Thus, among the B-B configurations, we examine in the following only that of IB (8» IB (8». Only,the T meson has more than one M-M configuration to be investigated from the. above expectation. It should be remarked that the self-energy type M-M configuration (8) has little significance in the cluster model at the present stage. This is forbidden if 80= -1, and vanishes if the two constituent clusters are the pseudo scalar (which is assumed to form octet) because IM/) = 0 in (8) . Thus the configuration (8) is allowed only for IT)"-'IV)IV) and IA')"-'IP)IV) in Table I .
In Table I the classification of observed mesons also is shown. The quantum humber assignment is based on a report by Rosenfeld et al./ B ) and is somewhat different from that by Iizuka 4 ),5) or Sinanoglu. 6 ) In the Appendix, full expressions for the M-M configurations (7) and (8) denoted by underlines in Table I We may explicitly write down the configurations selected in § 2 (denoted by the underline in Table I ) of a meson of the type i= (P, V, S, A, T or A') with the quantum number p = (1, Y):
qq'
where q (q') = (1, Y), j, j' = P or V, C i (pqq') and Cijj' (pqq') are the ClebschGo;rdon coefficient of the SU(3) theory given by (3) , (4), (5), (7), (8) Similarly to the mass formula of baryon resonances ill I, we expect and assume in (11) that both U and V take respectively common values in a given . multiplet. In other words, the symmetry breaking mass difference comes only from those of the constituent clusters and no symmetry breaking force IS assumed.
The observed sequence of the meson multiplets given in Table I 
ed out by Iizuka,4) the sequence sug-
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X gests an excitation of internal angular momentum of a two-body system with a spin orbit splitting. The meson mass spectrum is then' characterized by the so-called Regge trajectory, starting 
B-B configuration (assuming Cm(l) (ijj') =0
in (11)). The clotted line··· X ... indicates experiment. Theoretical parameters are given , in Table 1. *) The suffix i of Ci (pqq/) specifies not only the meson type but also the multiplet to which the type i meson belongs, the octet plus singlet or the nonet.
. from the internal angular momentum L = 0 to L = 1 'and possibly to L = 2. etc.
In contrast, we cannot expect any such regularity if the M-M configuration dominates.
Characteristics of the E-B mass formula
From the above discussions, we tentatively assume that C b (1) (i) = 1 and C m (l)(i)j')=O in (11 (4) . One immediate co'nsequence of the mass formula (11) is that the former configuration is by far dominant. It is e'as'ily seen that the configuration (3) implies
while the configuration (4) implies the relations with the inequalities just reversed. Implications of the mass formula (11) are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 1 . Numerical values of the parameters are given in Table II (13) 
[me¢') -m(n)]/2=m(X) -m(n)=,1 men) =m(@),
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but the value is dependent on the IF / D I ratio.
The SpIll orbit splitting among the L = 1 meson multiplets is phenomenologically incorporated at the values of U(i) in Table II . The splitting may be closely related to nuclear force problems, and the possible relation will -be discussed separately elsewhere.
Characteristics of th~ M-M mass formula
On the contrary, the symmetry break-· ing mass difference among the multiplet members differs from type to type if the M-M configuration is dominant. This is explicitly shown in Fig. 2 . There, the mass difference is calculated by assuming that only either the M-M configuration of type (7) or that of the self-energy type (8) is dominant, putting U m (ijj') = 0 in (11) and by using the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient Cijj' (pqq') given in the Appendix.
In the case of the octet plus -singlet scheme, a common value V m 2 is tentatively adopted for the two multiplets. From the irregular mass difference shown in Fig. 2 in disagreement with the experimental data, we could say that the dominant configuration in meson con-
struction is the B-B one (C m (1)2<C b (1)2). § 4. Meson decay
In the cluster model, it may be quite natural to assume a strong decay mechanism of hadrons similar to that of the a-decay of atomic nuclei by Gamow. The daughter mesons are prepared as clusters in the parent meson before it decays, then the daughter mesons penetrate the potential barrier that binds clusters.
The decay width r for the process (15) IS gIven by
where fiji' (pqq') is the phase space factor in'Cluding the penetrability. The coefficient Ciji' in (16) are those of the M-M configurations III (10). For the configuration (7), they are given by 8U(3) invariant coupling (17) This has the same SU(3) structure with the interaction Hamiltonian proposed by Okub0 These give a satisfactory explanation of the observed decay ratio.
As to the two allowed self-energy type configurations (8) Table I or given in the Appendix may be as follows. The process ft (T) =A2 (1300) ---+n + r; or K + K is expected'to occur.
But the A 2 ' actually seems to decay into p + n. A possible explanation for this might be given by angular momentum dependence of the form factor . fiji' (pqq') . *),**) .
Thus, we can in general expect a satisfactory explanation of the meson dacay in terms of the cluster model. In a detailed investigation of the decay, we have to find how to calculate the most reasonable phase space factor fijj' (pqq') in (16) that of course includes the form factor of the cluster model. On the other hand, it is an over-simplification to ass.ume either the idealized nonet or the octet plus singlet scheme. The mixing angle should be determined by examining the mass relation and the decay branching ratio at the same time. As in § 2, we idealize these situations (i) by assuming the nonet scheme for all mesons, (ii)· by neglecting the small mixed part of the B-B configuration given by (4),. and by either (iii) adopting the nonet scheme also for the baryon· that constructs mesons or (iii') neglecting the small second term in (3) . In these idealizing approximations, the meson configuration (1) is written as (18) This configuration has the following distinctive feature. Let us· pay our attention only to the transformation properties of (18) As stated in § 1, Iizuka gave an interpretation of the phenomenological decay interaction of the form (17) in the language of the quark or urbaryon level (Iizuka's selection principle) .5),20) Figure 3 gives a re-interpretation of this selection. principle in terms of the cluster model. Take, for example, the M 3 3 member of a nonet multiplet which is a composite of q3 and cia in the language of the quark ga' Imagine that the quark pair q,/j# (fJ. Thus the constant flow-would never be due solely to kinematical grounds but to some dynamical ones. Experimental failure in discovering a quark-like particle forms a striking contrast to the success of the quark model to reproduce phenomenological aspects of hadrons in a simple way. We note that the cluster configuration (18) makes it possible to define inside a meson a line' of flow of a quasi-particle in terms of the hadrons to build up the meson. The quasi-particle has the same fractional charge and hypercharge as the quark when unitary spin of the building hadrons is averaged. 2 ) This interpretation of the quark as a quasi-particle can be generalized to some non-idealized cases and to the baryon structure, which will be discussed in another place.
The third remark is concerned with the suggestion by Sakata that the ground state octet baryons may be a kind of building block which is, so to speak, situated between the hadron stage and the sakaton stage.l1) This is essentially the same situation as that in the original Sakata model In I, these baryon resonances were called "periodic" baryon and were summarized in the form of a periodic table. As far as the mesons and the periodic baryons are concerned, there seems to be no reason to exclude that they are composed of the ground state octet baryons. On the other hand, there are groups of baryon resonances that do'not satisfy Ogawa's, Kycia and Riley's rules and presumably have a smaller intrinsic size. It is an interesting problem whether a meson resonance of the similar type will be observed or not, and if it will be observed, what properties it has. In a future study where the cluster model will be applied' to high mass hadrons in keeping step with accumulation of precise experimental data, we will have to reexamine basic discussions of the cluster model' such as given in § 2. For example, even if the dominance of two-cluster configuration is justified, there may be several excitation mechanisms. One extreme mechanism may be the simple excitation of the internal angular momentum as discussed in I and in the present paper. The other extreme may be to assume low internal angular momentum together with clusters having high. spin themselves. Which of the mechanisms will be favoured by the decay of hadrons with high spin and mass?
A baryon-antibaryon model for mesons was discussed, by Peaslee and King.
)
They regarded the octet baryon as the same fermions with degenerate mass values, and ascribed the mass splitting of mesons to a SU(3) breaking B-B interaction in contrast to our model. Furthermore the effect of level shift due to open multimeson channel on meson mass was discussed. As for decay of mesons they employed A-parity conservation without assuming the usual complete w-¢ mixing. Meson structure as composite of baryon pairs and of mesons was also discussed by Taketani and Fujimoto 10 ) and by Hayashi and Seto. 24 ) One of the authors (S. 0.) is indebted to Takeda Science Foundation and another. (S. S.) is to Fujyukai Foundation for 'financial aid.
